
Man and Machine!

DOOM DRONES” STRAFER” ASSAULT WEAPON SYSTEM.
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NO. 17140 ASST.
PKD. 6, WT. 8 LBS.
CUBE: 0.89 CU. FT.

DR. TERROR" ACTION FIGURE.
HACKER" ACTION FIGURE.

They’re ruthless! They stop at nothing! They're the evil DR.
TERROR and his brutally strong henchman, HACKER. A notori
ous yet brilliant evil genius, DR. TERROR fused half his body to
a powerful computer called SYNTAX!" Now programmed for the
ultimate evil, he and SYNTAX challenge the CENTURIONS in a
fight to rule the world!

Joining him in his evil plot, is his sidekick HACKER. Half human,
half evil computer called LESION!" HACKER is programmed to
destroy the CENTURIONS! Both DR. TERROR and HACKER
are fully articulated at their heads, arms, hips, and knees. SYN
TAX is armed with a pincer missile and body dissector. LESION
has a spiked Mace and finely-honed axe blade for total devas
tation. Imagine the exciting battles kids can create with this evil
pair! Making the battle more challenging for the CENTURIONS,
SYNTAX and LESION join together to form a powerfully evil
DOOM DRONES figure! Watch out CENTURIONS!
Ages 4 and up. Weaponry included.

Dr. Terror'' Evu Genius
Half-Man and Half-Cyborg

NO. 17220
PKD. 6, WT. 8 LBS.
CUBE: .88 CU. FT.

The Doomsday Machine!

Evil, Wicked, Mean and Nasty! It's the DOOM DRONES STRAFER!
Powerful and destructive air, sea, and land machines. Armies
of STRAFER vehicles assist the evil DR. TERROR in his fight to
defeat the CENTURIONS! STRAFER, a bomb carrying DOOM
DRONES vehicle for all missions is equipped with two High
Speed Flexer Missiles, and a High Altitude Point Seeking Bomb.
Fully articulated at the shoulders and hips, STRAFER operates
independently, or may be worn by DR. TERROR or HACKER
for additional fire power and corruption! Kids will love the evil
combinations they can create!
Ages 4 and up. Weaponry included.
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